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INTRODUCTION 
A knowledge of the clay minerals in a particular soil series would 
aid in the characterization and classification of that soil. The 
nhysica l and chemical properti es of a soil are l argely controlled by 
the ~roperties of the clay mi nArals in the soil . 
This thesis presents the results of a study of the '"eathering 
products i n a calcareous soil, wi t h a B horizon hi gh in clay content, 
attemntillf' t o det ermine if the c lay accumu13tion is a u roduct of i!!. 
situ '"eathering. It wa!'l deci ded t o study soil p rofiles f rom '" ithin the 
Bonneville Basin, since a fair es t imate of time of in s itu \veathering 
could be made. This the s is i s confined t o studies of the clay materials 
found in three profiles of the Payson soil series . The Payson soil 
occurs on the low lake terraces of pr ehistoric Lake Bonneville and is 
extensive. Profiles select ed for t his study 'Here t aken f rom Davis and 
':Ieber Counties , Utah. 
Clays are composed of t wo g roups of mineral s : those which are the 
remnants of larger, partially decomnosed mi nerals (pril'iary minerals ) , 
and recrys t alizat ion p roducts ( secondary minerals ) . Clay minerals a re 
secondary minerals that are essentia1 ly hydrous aluoinum silicate~ , or 
occasionally hYdr ous magnes i um silicates (23) . Clay, or clay mRt eri a l, 
charact erizes rni nP-rals of very sma ll si ze •.vhich oay be clay miner als . 
Clay minerals occur in mos t c l ay mat erinls in particles less than 5 
(. 005 rom . ) in diameter . 
Clay ~ineral s are ~roducts of chemical weatherin&. The relation 
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of clay minerals to chemical weathering in calcareous soils has l ong 
been a moot question. Reiche ( 56) states, "Chemica l weathering , under 
calcification, is retarded; a nd ther e i s some sugges tion f r om the 
labora tory that bentonitic, r a ther than kaolinitic c lay mineral e , may 
be the normal end- product s ." Grim ( 21, p . J4J ) believes ther e can be 
no silicate alteration until all ca lcium has been l eached out; which 
can be interpreted as meaning tha t clay miner a ls can not decompose or 
pr ecipitate in the p resence of calcium. Jenny (38, p . 71) concluded 
that " ••• only after t he r emoval of t he ca r bonat es are the cha r act er-
is t ic regional p rofile differentia tions ins t igated . " Most nut hors 
agree t hat weathering in cal careous s oil s \d ll p roceed slowly 1 if a t 
all. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Many authors have proposed weathering sequences including Reiche 
(56), Dryden and Dryden (14), Polynov (54, p . 16)), and Jackson~ al 
(35). Jackson's "Weathering sequence of clay-size minera ls in soils 
and sedimentary deposits" is given in Table 1. 
The follo'Ning genera lizations were made by Jackson et al. (35). 
1. From three to five minerals of the Heathering sequence 
are usually uresent in the colloid of any one soil horizon, 
one or two minerals being dominant and other adjacent miner-
al$ in the sequence decreasing in amounts with remoteness in 
the sequence. 
2. The percentage of the minerals of the early stages of 
the wea thering sequence decreases, and of the successive 
members increases, with increasing intensity of weathering . 
). Intermediate stages may occasionally be a bsent, g iving 
a bimodal curve, and seconda r y deposits such a s calcite or 
gypsum may occur out of sequence. 
4. The weathering equations are considered reversible , 
moving largely to the right in soils, e.nd t o the left in 
sedimentary deposits. However, alluvial and aeolian sedi-
ments which remain exposed to continued weathering con-
tinue the sequence as of their parent soils. 
5. The minera1o5ica l composition of the soil colloids varies 
according to three analogous sequence: vi z., according to 
geographic (climatic) variati ons, partic le surface function, 
and proximity to surface of the soil. 
6. The stabil ity factor of the minerals is a resultant 
both of crystal structure and of the specific isomorphous 
elements. Lack of stiochiometry between succes sive stages 
arises through urocesses of eluviation and illuvia tion. 
The course or direction o! the seqllence is una.rrected. by 
parent materia l, although the stage may be. 
7. Pod?olization and laterization are considered to 
differ principa l ly in the degree of oxida tion and in 
summation of 11veathering intensity X time , 11 but to be 
J 
Table 1. 
Weathering 
stages 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
lJ 
Weathering sequence of clay-s ize miner a ls in 
soils and sediment ary deposits 
Clay-size minerals occurring at various 
stages of the weathering sequences 
Gypsum (also halite, etc.) 
Calcite (also dolomite, a ragonite, etc.) 
Olivine-hornblende• (also diopside, etc.) 
Biotite•• (also glauconite, chlorite, anti-
gorit e , nontronite, etc. ) 
Albite (al so anorthite, microcline, stil-
bite, etc.) 
~uartz (also cristobalite, etc. ) 
Illite (also muscovite, sericite, etc. ) 
Hydrous mica-intermediates ("X") 
Montmorillonite (also beidellite, etc.) 
Kaolinite ( a lso boehmit e , etc. ) 
Gi bbsite (also boehmite , etc.) 
Hematite (also goethite, limonite, etc. ) 
Anatase ( a l so rutilte, ilmentit e , corun-
dum, etc.) 
*Silicate groups I t o V, with s tructures ranging from 
independent tetrahedra (1 ) t o the line hexagonal struc-
ture of t he amnhiboles (v). 
••Silicate group VI containing Fe~~~ or F~ and Mg~~ in 
t he octahedral layer. 
4 
following through the sequence as otherwise fundamentally 
sLnilar desilication processes in an acid regime. It is 
at a steady stage as embodied in the concep t of the 
"normal" soil, may be even now slowly advancing in the 
weathering stage. 
Weathering stages one and two are closely related. Stage two 
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relates t o calcification. Carbonates dissolved from the upper horizons 
during the downward movement of water are reprecipitated in the hori~ons 
of calcium accwmulation or Cca horizon. Jenny (J8, n . 122 ) s tates that 
it i s generally assumed that the dent h of the Cca horizon marks the 
average denth of penetration of surface water . Reiche (56) believes 
that under calcification the colloidal coaoosition of soil p rofiles 
is essentially homogenous, exc~1t for the strong concentration of 
colloidal Caco3 in the base of the soil mass. 
Leaching does not always follo\~ n dot.,mmrd direction. When a 
soil p rofile is i mmediat ely over a water table the dominant wa ter 
movement may be upward. '.fuen leaching is do\·/Ot~ard the Ccs penetrates 
deeper than the Cca (6J, p . 267) , whereas , when the soil solution moves 
upward , the Caso4 rises highe r than the Caco3. 
Jeffries, Rolfe, a.nd Kunze (J7) have proposed a mica weathering 
sequence of: "t·lica- mica intercediate chlorite intermediate-chlorite-
kaolin." This mica weathering sequence approximated Jackson's stages 
f our to ten • . Jackson .21 al. (J6) further investigat ed the mechani sm 
of chemical weathering of lnyer silicates from stages four and seven 
t o nine, pr oposing: ~~~~ica-illi te-intermed i ates-vermiculi te-montmoril-
lonite. 11 Mica weathering was found to take p l ace along a "n referentia l 
wea thering plane" involving the removal of potassium from a single pl ane 
in the crystal lattice. J ackson et al. (36) nroposed four chemical 
weathering rea ctions, "The f our chemical weathering reactions ~t~hich 
effect wea thering of l ayer silica tes are: Depotassication, hydroxyl-
at ion , dealumination , and desilication. 11 
Pyal a nd Hendricks (15) hav e demonstrated that the forma tion of 
mixed l ayer minerals by potassium fixation in montmoril l onite results 
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in a decrease in surface area of the minera l. Page and Baver (55 ) 
expla ined the specificity of potassium fixation by the closeness of t he 
size of the potassium ion to the size of certain free speces on illite 
inner layer surfaces. ·;~ear and V/hi te ( 71) also rela ted potassium fixa-
tion in clay mineral~ to crystal structure. Beidellite and illite have 
more tetrahedral tha n octrahedral cha rges, g iving rise t o strong attrac-
tive force s a t the surfaces. When a clAY minerB~ is dried with exchange 
nositions occupied by notassium ions held by randomly distributed 
"strong " forces, a c onfigura tion is f ormed with each potassium ion in 
14-coordin~ tion. If enough of these stabl e co nfiguration~ exist between 
t wo adjacent sheets, the bonding action overcomes the f orces tending to 
separate t he sheets . The 14-coordination of notas s ium i s more stable 
when the uotassium ion neutraliz es a tetrahedra l charge, because the 
electrostatic va~ence i s satisfied over a shorter distance. 
Illite i s usually defined a s a clay minera l with a ( 001) spaci ng 
of 10 ~. Montr orillonite has an expa nding lattic e with a ( 001) spacing 
of 12 t o 20 ~. Bradley ( 8) found that many illite-like clay miner a ls 
contain exnanded layers. Neeelschmidt ( 51) found that wh en illite is 
treated vtith CaC12 portions of the non-expanded layers exna nded . White 
(74) has shown tha t by treating illite \~ith MgC12 and precipitating t he 
potassium in solution \lith cobaltinitrite , the illite eXpands and giv~ s 
a montmorillonite X-ray pattern. Bei dellite, a montmorillonite t ype 
mineral, contains some non-expanded layers which are indi cated by the 
presence of potassium in the chemical analyses. 
7 
Many of the 2 :1 dioctahedra J. clay minerals cont ain both exoanded 
a nd non-expanded layers and it i s rela tively easy t o chanee t hei r state 
of expansion. There is little doubt that these processes can \oror k in 
nature forming an expanded clay mineral from a non-exnanding clay min-
eral. Weaver a nd Bates (72), because of the similArity of t he struc-
tural formulas of illite a nd montmorillonite, have proposed a classifi-
cation of the 2:1 clay minerals based on the ~ount s of substitution 
in tetrahedral or octahedr al positions. 
Van Ho uten (68) has poi nted out tha t minerals of t he kaolinit e 
group predominate in soils of warm, humid regions , while mineral s of 
the montmorillonite and illite groups are prevalent in the soils of 
cooler or drier reg ions . Holms and Hearn ( J2 ) showed tha t i l l i te i s 
the p rincipal clay mineral in the a lluvium of the >:ississippi drainnee 
basin. Van Houten's review (68) present ed t he hypothesi~ that c lay 
mine rals are commonly inherited from t he parent materia l in soils 
f ormed on sedimentary rocks . Some of t he mont morillonite in soils of 
the west ern Great Plains has been inheriten from mont morillonite- rich 
parent rocks. Illite is a common clay rninero.l in s oils developed on 
illite-rich g lacial deposit s a nd marine shale . Illite is abundant in 
many kinds of sedimentary materials , consequently , ill i te is often t he 
dominant clay mineral in s o ils formed on sedimenta ry deposits. 
The forca tion of montmori llonite i s f avored by an alkal ine environ-
ment (60). In some soils the formation of montmor ill onit e t ype clay 
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minerals depends Upon the presence of iron compounds. t4ontmorillonite 
and illite are often interlayered ,.,.ith other clay minerals. This is 
true with "Putnam" clay, montmorillonite being interlayered with illite 
as a mixed-layer cl83 mineral. 11Rothamsted" clay is probably a rnontmoril-
lonite-kaolinite mixed layer mineral. 
Ross and Hendricks (60) reported that montmorillonite is a prominent 
constituent of clay fractions of soils derived from calcareous glacial 
materials in western United States and Canada, and in central Russia, 
The B horizons of these soils have clay minerals produced by weathering 
of feldspars in place. These investigators stated that 11black-alkali 11 
soils and 11 slick" spots, as found in western United States, are usually 
• 
due to a sodium-saturated montmorillonite cl~ mineral. 
The most extensive investigations of clay minera ls in calcareous 
soils have been made by Kelley and his co-workers (42, 4J). Kelley~ 
al. concluded San Joaquin colloids are composed of k3.olini te and an "X" 
mineral (probably illite) and montmorillonite is absent. It should be 
mentioned that the experimental methods of Kelley would not detect small 
amounts of montmorillonite. Kelley, Dore, and Page (42) studied the 
colloidal constituents of alkali soils. Their white-nlkali soils con-
tained mixtures of montmorillonitic, kaolinitic, a nd mica-like clay 
minera ls. Mica-like minera ls (probably illite) Dredominate in their 
.,. 
black-alkali soils. Clay minerals of horizons sho ~'fing solonetz structure 
were found to be chiefly mica-like. No evidence was found to indicate 
that clay minerals peculiar to alkali soils are produced. 
Alexander, Hendricks, and Nelson (2) found kaolin, hydrous mica and 
montmorillonite in both a pra irie soil and a chernozem soil, The same 
9 
investigators identified calcite , kaolin and a hydrous micR-I:lOntmoril-
lonite mixed layer type in a desert soil. 
Little work has been done inves tigating the genesis of clay minerals 
in calcareous soils , \Yeathering sequences of clay minerals have been 
applied to soils , but mos t investig~tors ~9Ve i mpl i ed that mo s t of the 
clay minerals in calcareous soils have been inherited froi:l parent 
material. 
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PA!SON SOIL S~rES 
The Payson so ils are solonetz soils which occur in the Brown and 
Chestnut soil zones on lake sediments of ol d , extinct lake Bonneville. 
The Payson soil series is described by the Soil Survey Staff of the 
Soil Conservation Service as follows: 
The Payson soils are intrazonal degraded Solonetzes of 
the Brown and Chestnut soil zones. They are moderately fine-
textured soils thAt occur on alluvium or lacustrine material 
that was deposited in or near Lake Bonneville during the 
Pleistocene epoc. These deposits, after being reworked by 
water, were subjected to poor drainage and salization. Parent 
rocks are mainly quartzite, shale, and limestone from the 
\vasatch l·loun tains. The Payson soils are a ssocia ted •11 ith the 
Terminal, Airport, and tentative Leland and Kirkham series. 
They are more s trongly defined So lonetz and of finer texture 
than Leland soils, higher in organic mntter than Terminal 
Soi l s, and lack the hardpan of that series. 
Soil Profile: (Payson silt loam) 
Light brownish-gray (lOTR 6/2) 
dry, grayish-brown (4/2) moist: 
moderately calcareous: weakly 
vesicular: thin p laty silt loan. 
This is slightly hard '~hen dry, 
friable \~hen moist; pH 8. 5 a nd 
organic matter about 2.6 percent. 
Similar t o surface horizon in 
color, weakly defined coarse p laty 
silt loam or fine-textured silt 
l oam: moderately calcareotlS: 
slightly hard when dry, fria ble 
'"hen rnoi st: pH 8. 7 and organic 
matter abo~t 1.7 percent. 
7-lo n Pa le brown (lOTR 6/3) dry. dark 
grayish- brown (L~/2) moist; silty 
clay loam; weakly defined medium 
blocky; moderately ca lcareo~s; 
very hard when dry. firm when moist; 
pH 9 and organic matter about 1.3 
percent. 
Range in 
t hickness 
2- 4" 
1-4 11 
10-1811 Grayish-brown (lOTR 5/2) dry, 
dark grayish-brown ( 4/ 2) moist; 
silty clay; strongly defined 
medium prisms or columns that 
crumble easily in the hand to 
medium blocky aggregates, These 
are very hard when dry, firm 
when moist. The outer sines of 
the columns are darker than the 
inside nart of an aggregate, in-
dicating a straining by organic 
colloids on the outer s i des and 
inward leaching . Many of the 
columns have a core of white 
lime carbonate. pH is about 9.6 
and organic matter about .8 per-
cent. This may contain a alight 
to moderate quantity of soluble 
salts. 
BJ 18-32" Very pale-brown (lOTR 7/4) dry 
ca light yellowish-brown (6/4) 
moist; weakly defined medium 
blocky silty clay ,.,ith much seg-
regated lime which occurs at mot-
tlings a nd a s soft nodules . T~is 
horizon is very hard \'I hen dry , 
firm when moist, and sticky when 
wet. It i s very slowly permeable , 
has a pH of about 9.4 and contains 
about .54 percent organic matter. 
Thi s may range from .2 t o .6 per-
c ent soluble salts. 
C 32-42 11 Thi s is similar to the horizon 
above , but lacks the lime mottling 
and nodules. It us ually conta ins 
.6 to .9 percent soluble sa lts and 
had a pH of 9 or h i gher. 
4-12 11 
10-20 11 
~ in Characteristics: The surface soil rJB.y r ange 
from pale-brown to g rayish-brown ,.,hen dry, to very da rk 
grayish-brown (lOTR J / 2) mois t. The content of s a lt 
may range widely in all parts of the p rofile. 
Topography: Smooth ; nearly level to undula ti nr, . Slopes 
range up to about J percent. 
'Drainage: Runoff is slo\~ t o r apid, dep ending on s lop e 
and cover. Water stands on surfa c e in nlaces . Interna l 
drainage is very low or entirely lacking. 
ll 
Vegetation: Greasewood with some sbadscale, saltgrass, 
cheatgrass, and some annual weeds. A large part of 
the surface may be barren. 
~: Mainly for range- carryine capacity is low to 
very lo~. A few areas under irriga tion are being in-
proved by use of good rec lamation practices. 
l Distribution: CentrP.l and northern uart of Utah. 
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The Payson profiles studied were associated •d th the Saltair, Air-
port, Warm Springs, Terminal, and Leland soil series. The Saltair 
series represents a strone Solonchak. Saltair soils develop under con-
ditions of high sal t concentrations and hi gh \~at er tables . The 0 t o 
10 inch horizon has a fine, weak granular s tructure. Below 10 inches 
the p r ofile i s massive. As drainage i mproves, the Sa ltair soil grade r, 
into the Airport soil series. The Airport series i s sih11la r to the Salt-
air series excent that: the ,.,ater table is a little dee-per , t he soluble 
salt concentration is not a s high, a nd the granular structure is found 
as deep as 20 inches in the Airport series. The Warm Springs soils 
differ from the Airport so ils in tha t the \iarm Springs is medium tex-
tured in the subsoil horizons. The subsoil horizons of the Airport series 
are loarns t o clays \ofhile the same hori zons of the Wa rm Springs series 
are fine sandy loam to loamy sands. The Payson, Terminal , and Leland 
series are ver y similar structurally and as t o salt content. The Ter-
minal soils have a lime-c emented hardpan in the sub soil . The Leland 
soils have subsoils similar to the Warm Springe seri es , Hhile t he Payson 
subsoils are similar t o the Airport series. 
De Sigmond (64, p . 268) has objected t o the use of t eno Solonetz , 
believing present usa;.e is not consistent with t he origlnnl Russian 
lHarper, W. G., Personal Communication, October 1955. 
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY LIBRAim 
lJ 
meaning. The original ~uss ian Sol onetz had the connotation of a 
sodium saturated , colQ~ar or nrismati c s tructure. Pres Pnt usage of 
So l onetz often gives more i mport to structure and l ess t o the exchanee 
ca tion composition. 
\vest in ( 74) foll.Od that certain Solonetz soils occupy slight depres-
eions within areas of zona l soils in eastern South Dakota. A r eduction 
in volume accomnanies solonization so thot deoressions containing 
Solonetz soiils ,.,.ould continue to deepen . Hes tin concluded that Solon-
etz soils may degrade into Solods , but nay not develop into zonal soils 
and that solods remain depressional soils in their moi s ture relations 
and morphology. 
Several investigators have reported 11 1/iar;ne sium Solonetz" soi ls . 
These soils are relatively lo\ol in exchangeable sodilUJl and calciW'J a nd 
high in exchangeable ma~nesium. Riechen (60) proposed that Magnesium 
Solonetz soils mi ght be explAined in the rela tionshin between the rate 
of weathering of the seconda r y and p rimary mineral~ , and to up t ake of 
magnesium ions and calcium ions by the veceta tion. Ri echen pointed out 
that mos t vegeta tion has n l arger calcium than magnesiUM content. 
TJ. S. Department of Agric ulture Hnndbook 18 (6.5, u . J42) states 
that Solonet z soils are f ormed by leachinc of Solonchak soils. 
rfu en drain~e i mproves durin~ the ages and the excess 
salts leach out, enormous differences may develop. The 
calciuc-clays remain floccula ted , granulated ; whereas , the 
sodium-clays become easily dispe r sed a nd p ud:iled. o r 11 run 
together." The soil becomes highly alkaline-- so ouch so 
that part of the organic matter is dissolved and may form 
a dark coating a round the soil grains or aggr egates . Some 
sodium ions of the colloid are disa ssociat ed t o form sod ium 
hydroxide anc finally sodium carbonate . Sinc e the colloi ds 
are easily dispersed , some of t hem s tart t o move do\•rnward , 
out of the surface layers. a nd accum~late beneat h. The 
puddled soil cracks on drying. The next rain causes more 
dispersion, and fine material moves down . Aft er long periods, 
this results in an accumula tion of fine ma teria l in the :B 
horizon, with the silt and sand left in the A. Bes ides , con-
tinued weathering of minera.ls within the B horizon contributes 
to its high content of clay. 
The B horizon has a chara~teristic columnar structure: 
the soil exists in hard vertica l prisms with rounded caps. 
This p rocess of change is sometimes ca lled 11 solonization," 
and the resulting soil is called a Solonetz. Thus in con-
trast t o Solonchak, the So lonet z has a striking structure 
profile . 
Climatology 
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The Payson soil seri es p r ofiles s tudied are located on low lying 
lake terrac es, below the Stansberry level , of lake Bonneville. The a rea 
lies eas t of Great Salt Luke nnd west of t he foot of the Wasatch l·loun-
tains. The Basin and Range Province ext ends from the f oot of the 
Wasatch l·~ountains weshtard t o the foot of the Si erra Nevada. The area 
studied lies nea r the extreme eastern edge of t he province. Delo\·J the 
highwater level of the old L~ke Bonneville , about 5 ,100 feet in alti-
tude , the land forms are mostly those built of lake deposit s . The 
Wasatch Mountains, ri ~ing more than n n i le higher t~~n thP- val l ey floor 
are on the eastern edee of the basin. 
The ii~ortance of cl ima t e in soil genesis has been pointed out by 
many investigators inc luding Glinka ( 18, 11 . 23 ), Hilgard ( ] 1), Jenny 
(38, Chap. 6), and De Si gmond (64, ChP.p . 2). The prenent climate of 
t he ar 8a. is semiarid. The 1'1'asatch t.:oWltains receive Utah's largest 
annual precip itation. The leas t precipitotion of the s t a te occurs in 
the Gr eat Salt Lake Desert, c; ome 75 to 12.5 miles v.•es t of the 1.vesn. tch 
Mountains . The annual precipitation decreases west\·1ardly f rom the 
Wasatch Mountains. \Y'eather data from s tations near t he loca tions of 
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the pr ofiles studied are g iven in Table 2 (4, pn . 1147-1158). 
Snowfall is moderately heavy in the Wasatch Mountains. As a rule, 
the areas along the base of the mountains receive sno\., \.;rhich seldom 
remains on the ground for any long period of time. When the snow melts 
in the mountains, durin~ gpring and early swnmer, the low lying lake 
terraces are often flooded by run-off water. This flooding may continue 
for severn l weeks. 
Profile deqcriptions 
Three soil profiles were s tudi ed. The a ltitude a t samp line s ites 
varied from about 4300 t o 4400 feet above sea level. Each profile was 
considered to be typical anrl representative of a r a t her large area of 
Payson soil. Individual profiles were sampled according to rnorpho-
lo~ical horizons observed in the field. All sat~les were taken near 
maturf! bushy plants to insure that the ·sampling s ites had not been 
recently disturbed. 
Site 2 was along the south edge of S.20, T. 5N , R. 2li., abont 800 
feet east of the southwest corner. Field observations of thi s profile 
were: (see next page) 
Sample Horizon Depth 
No . 
20 0-5~ " 
21 
22 6-10 11 
23 
24 
25 c 18-22 11 
25 c 22-30 11 
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Description 
Light brownish-gray; non-calcareous; s trong 
pl a t y, weakly vesicular. 
Ashy gr ay; highly c~lcareous ; po,~dery . 
Black a t top lighteninc t o dar k brown a t 9 
inches; strongly calcareous; s trong columns 
which are dark around sides, much l ight er 
color inside columns; columns have rounded 
tops. 
Reddish-brown columns; calcareous, calcareous 
mottling and nodules. 
Light red; weak columns degradi~; to blocky 
a t 18 11 ; highly calcareous . 
Pale brown; calcareous, weakl y blocky. 
Pale brown; calcareous; stratifi ed. 
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Table 2. \'leather dat a from stations near the Payson soil profiles 
studied 
County Box Davis Salt Salt Salt Weber 
~lder LAke Lake lake 
Station Brigham Fur'Tiing- Salt air Salt Silver Ogden 
City ton lake Lake 
Cit 
Temp ern tur e , oF 
Jan. average 25 . 4 28.4 28.0 JO. l 27.4 
J uly average 75 .8 74 . 5 76. 5 77. 0 74.7 
Maxi mwn 108 106 l OJ 105 105 
ltinimum 
- 27 - 20 - 22 -20 - 27 
Gro,\'ine Season 
lengtl. , days 162 157 194 192 155 
Precini t a t ion, inches 
January 1.64 2.16 1. '11 1. J l q.90 1.80 
February 1.75 2 . ?? 1. 10 1.55 5.67 1.89 
fl.t:lrch 1.80 2. 19 1.46 ? . !() 5 . 20 2.06 
April ?. OJ ? . 22 1. 1~1 1.85 4. 01 1.87 
May 1.68 2 .19 1. 52 1.95 2. 52 1.93 
June .9J . 92 .82 • 74 .99 .87 
July .66 .74 . 66 . 57 1. 67 .58 
AU{';Uf'l t .84 .93 • 75 • <l l ? .19 . 96 
September 1.22 1.22 .en • 95 ?.19 1.14 
Oc t ober 1.74 1. 66 1. 41+ 1. 43 2. 91 l .6J 
~~ovember 1.36 1.74 1.34 1.28 J . 65 1.52 
December 1. 68 2 . 02 1. 00 1. ?6 4.72 1.67 
Annual l 7. JJ 20.21 1.3 . 42 15 .79 40.82 17.92 
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Site 3 was 1000 feet south of the center of Section 3, T. lN, 
R. lW. This location ,.,as J/4 mile east of t he Jordan niver and two 
miles north of the Davis County- Sa lt Lake County boundary line. 
Sample Horizon Depth 
No 
30 0-6" 
3 1 6-91" 
J2 
3J c 17- 27 11 
DPscription 
light browni sh-gray ; non- ca lca reous ; strongly 
vesicular. 
Dark gray; moderately ca lcareous ; moder a tely 
vesicular , -vreak:ly p l a t y. 
Dl'lrk gray: s t rone columns 'lt i th caps at 9~ ", 
columns weak t o blocky nt 17" : columns darkly 
stained on sideA, lighter colored inside of 
columns; strongly calcareous. 
l i ght g ray; ca lcareous; wea~ blocky structure. 
Si t e 4 wns 100 feet east of U. S. Hi gh\·ra..v 9 1, l~ miles south of 
the junction of U. s. High,~ays 91 and JOS . north of Ogden, Utah, and 
about 500 feet south o f t he center of the S}j i of S . 23 . T. T i , R. 21,'/ . 
Sample Horizon Depth 
No 
40 
41 4-711 
42 7- 1411 
4J 1?- 20 " 
44 c 20-30" 
Description 
Reddish- bro..,rn. moderately calcareous: s trongly 
thin pl a ty. 
Dar k reddish- brown; strongly calcareous, strong 
co lumns, darker outside t han in center. 
Pale reddi sh- brown; strongly calcar eous ; weak 
columns, little dark sta i ning on c olumns: 
ca lcareous mottling and nodules. 
l i ght reddish bro•vn; stron5ly calcareous : 
medium weak blocky. 
Light reddish-brown; strongly calcareous; 
s tratified. 
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Plate 1 shows a general vie"' of the pro f ile a t s ite 2 and thE· 
v eget a tion comprisin~ the g round cover. Plate 2 i s a close view of 
Profile 2. Pl ate 3 i s a close view of the columns comprising the B3 
horizon a t the same site. These columns hnv e been removed from the 
~rofile and p l aced on the so il surface in such a · manner that t he columns 
have senarated from each other. 
Parent material 
Parent material at the three sites studied c onsisted of l ake laid 
sediments eroded f rom the Hasatch r,~ountains . The ivasatch Range , near 
the area s t ud ied, consists of sands tones , limestones, shal es , conglom-
erates , a nd quartzites (19). 
Hunt and Sokoloff (33) re·oort a paleosol of pr e- \iisconsin Pleisto-
cene age in the Lake Bonneville Bas in, above the Bonneville l evel , and 
a lso in the Denver Basin. Profil es of thi s paleosol are a lso re~orted 
i n several loca tions indi catint~ it is p robably widespread in the Rocky 
Hountain region ann th e Grea t Bas in. These soils range in altitude 
from 5,000 to more than 8,500 feet. Mineralogicel s tudies \,•ere made 
on several pr ofiles by Hunt and Sokoloff . The clay l ayer conta ins con-
siderable iron oxide . Rydromica l\'as fo und to be the p ri nc i pal clay 
miner al in the paleosol a t nine sites . A minor quantity of montmori l-
lonite was found . l·!ontmorilloni te was found dominant in the paleosol 
at four localities. Four sampl es of alluvium, three of which were from 
clayey alluviar de~osits bel ieved to hav e been derived by erosion of 
t he paleosol, '"ere analyzed. !v:ontmorillonite '~c.s the dominant clay 
mineral found in all the a lluvia sacrpl es . Hunt and Sokoloff ( JJ) 
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Plate 1. Payson soil profile a t Site 2 . 
Plate 2. Close up of Payson soil profile 
at s ite 2. 
21 
Plate J. Solonetz structure of the B23 hori%on 
at site 2. 
' 
22 
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suggest that the paleosol might be composed rather consistently of 
illitic clay regardless of differences in the kind of var ent materia l 
from which it was formed. It has been SUBGested thnt these p r ofiles 
described by Hunt and Sokoloff are no t paleosols, but a re t he soils 
produced by weathering during uresent time. Much work remains to be 
done before the genesis of these paleosols will be fully understood. 
The parent materials of the Payson soil series c onsist of lake 
laid sediments eroded from the Wasatch Mo~tains. Erosion of land 
surfaces now coTered by soils similar to those described by Hunt a nd 
Sokoloff (33) undoubtedly contributed to the sediments of lake Bonneville. 
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
Soil samples, collected in the field, were placed in p las tic bags 
and taken to the l aboratory where the soils were allowed to air dr y . 
When dr y , the soil samples were crushed with a rolling p in to pass a 
two mm . screen, thoroughly mixed, and p laced i n two quar t g lass jars. 
Subsamnles were used fo r analysis. 
The following group s of experi menta l methods were used in this 
study: chernica l analysis t o characteri ze the che~ical environment of 
the individua l sampl es; mechr~ical analysis t o char acteri ze the partic l e 
size distribution of the individual samples; and nowder diffraction 
X-ray ana lysis and differentia l ther mal analysis t o identify the p rin-
cipal minera ls composing the clay f r action of t he individual sampl e s . 
Chemical analys i s 
The conductivity of the saturat i on extract (59 , p . 89) wa~ det er-
mined. Exchangeab l e sodium and ~otassi um and cation exchanee capacity 
was det ermined(?). This method consis t s of determining t ot a l c a tions 
in an ammonium acetate leachate. The co rresponding ca tion concentra ton 
of the satura tion extract i s det ermined and exchangeable cations deter-
mi ned by d i f ference. Ca tion exchange capaci ty "'as ob t a ined by satura t ing 
the soil ,., i t h sod ium and replacing the sodi um .,,i t h ammonium a nd deter-
mining sodium '~ ith a flame 'Ohotometer. Tot al liMe (caco3) was det ermined 
by a r anid appr oximate met hod (50 , T) • 1). Organi c mat ter was determined 
in the surface horizons by ~alkley 1 s rap i d method (70 , 71). 
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Soil- water ext r act s of a l l sampl es were analyzed. Calc i um and 
magnesium wer e determined by Versenute (12 , l J ) titrati on. Sodi um and 
potas siwn were det ermined using the Perkin-Elmer l-!ode l 52 flame p hot o-
me t er. Chl oride wa~ deten ained by titrati on with s i lver nitra t e (58 , 
p . 98). Carbona te and bic~rbonat e ions were determined by titra t ion 
with sulfuric acid (5). Slll f a t e was detemincd by p recinita tion with 
bar i um (5 0, n . 550) . 
Soil pretreatment 
Al l soi l SAnp les on wh ich mechanical analysis or mineralog i cal 
determinations '"er e made \·1ere trea ted •.d th 30 perc ent hydr og en peroxide 
(34. p .l68 ) t o r emove organi c matter. Sampl e s so treat ed are cal led 
"non- acid treated samp l es" in thi s t hes i s . Subsrunpl es of the non- aci d 
treated samp l es were treat ed with one normal hydrochlor i c ac i d to remove 
carbonate s . The ac id was added t o a 1: 2 soi l and \'IH ter mi xture dr opwi se 
until a pH of 4 t o 4.5 (brome phenol blue externa l i ndica tor ) was mai n-
t ained . Sa~> les treated t o remove bot h or ga ni c ma tt er nnd carbonates 
are ca lled "ac i d t reated saml)l es" i n t hi s t hesi s . Al t hough t hi s H20?-
HC1 t rea tment di ssolved some of the si l i ca (6) t he quant i t y di sso l ved 
and effect on the clay minera l s was cons irlered ins ignif i cant. 
Clay minera l s were further conc entra teci by s edi mentation. Twenty 
grams of treated soil wa s l) laced in an eight ounce nursing bo t tle with 
eight ounces of distilled '~ater . Twelve cc. of 0.5 N. NH40 was added 
as a d i spers ing agent and t he sampl e shaken ov ernight i n a mech&ni cal 
shaker. The samnle was di sper s ed in t wo liters of di s ti l l ed wat er. 
Samples of cl ay materia l s less than t\vo mi crons i n diameter were 
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collected by sedimentation. The suspension was siphoned off, the liquid 
evaporated, and the remaining material used for mineralogical s tudies. 
Particle density determinations were made on some of these clay 
se-parates and the resnlting density used in all calculations where 
particle density was used. The density of the clay separates was found 
t o be 2.65 grams per cubic en. 
Mechanical ana lysis 
Gravenor (20) has shown that a break in mechanical conrposition of 
overlying horizons can mean a change in type of sediment. Mechanical 
an~ lyses were made of all samples in order to characterize the textural 
features of the horizons and profiles. Mechanical analyses were made on 
both acid treated sa~les and non-acid treated sacrples, attempting to 
ascertain the principal sizes of carbonate minerals, as well as other 
soil minerals. 
The pipette method of mechanical analysis (48) was used because 
this method is more accurate (11) than the hydrometer met~od. The pro-
cedure followed consisted of: placing a soil sa~le (18 to 11 grru~s , 
accurately weighed) in an ei{~ht ounce nursing bottle, to which was added 
200 ml. of distilled \o~ater. Five ml. of 0. 5 H. sodium hexametaphosphate 
(67) was added as a dispersing aeent. The bottle was stoppered and 
p laced in a mechanical s~~er. After overni~ht shaking t he sample was 
washed through a 300 mesh sieve into a hydrometer cylinder. The sand 
fraction, retained on the sieve, •.o~as dried at 105° C. ar1d weighed. The 
sample in the cylinder was diluted to about 1100 ml. The cylinder was 
placed in a constant temperature bath and allowed t o come to temperature. 
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The sample was agitaten for at least one minute by end over end movement 
and replaced in the constant temperature bath. The suspension was then 
sampled a t intervals with a Lowery pipette . The sampled suspension 
was dried to constant weight at 110° C. and weighed, the weight being 
corrected for a blank determination. Oden curves (J) were dra\-m and 
particle size distributions calculated. 
Differential thermal analysis 
The differential thermal method of analysis has as its basis the 
heat effects accompanying the reactions which occur in many substances 
upon heating. \(hen a material is heated, it nay undergo one or more 
reactions which either g ive off heat (exothermic) or absorb hea t ( en-
dothermic). Many minera l s undergo characteristic reactions, AWC h as 
loss of water (dehydration), loss of hydroxyl ions ( dehydroxylizati on) , 
breakdown of the crystal structur e , mineral inversion, crystal ization, 
etc., at known temperatures, and these reactions form the basis for 
their identification. Clay minerals are hydrated alwnina-silicates 
which lose water of co~stitution (usually hydroxyl group s in the crysta l 
structure) when heated. This loss is usually an endothermic process 
characteristic of the particular clay. Recrystalization processes oft en 
occur at higher temperatures , giving rise to exo thermic effect s . Grio 
(21, p . 26) has reviewed the history of d ifferential thermal analysis. 
Small quantities of the substance to be examined, and a neutral 
substance, were packed separatel y into two adjacent sample holders and 
heated in an electric furnace. A thermocouple '~1 th one junction in each 
substance recorded any temperature differences arising from reactions in 
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the one under investigation. A separate thermocouple recorded the tem-
perature of either the neutral substance or the sample holder. 
A differential thermal-analysis apparatus patterned after one used 
by Norton (53 ) was constructed for u se in thi s study. The apparatus 
consisted of (a) power control unit, (b) a furnace, (c) a sample holder, 
and (d) temperature measuring devices. 
Power contr ol unit.--Two auto transformers ("transtats"), one Bodine 
constant speed motor and one 150-to-1 reduction gear composed the compon-
ents of the power control unit. The motor was connected t o the shaft of 
one of the stranstats through the reduction gear. Figure 1 is a schematic 
sketch of the thermal analysis control circuit. The two transt~ts are 
labeled "A" and "B". Transtat 'IJ3" l>tas driven by the c onstant speed motor 
through a speed reducing gear. The reduction gears were designed so that 
one revolution of the rotor of transtat "B" required 95 minutes. 
The input of transtat "B" was connected t o trans tat "A". The input 
of transat "A" was connected to the 110-115 volt supply. Wi t h sliding 
contact 2 1 set at th e starting point of its travel , tha t is at the left 
end of "B" in the sketch, the voltage applied to the furnace was the volt-
age drop across that part of ''A" lying beh1een terminal 1 and slider 
contact 2. The voltage drop across the remainder of "A", t hat bet•~teen 
2 and 4, was applied as the input of transtat "B". As t he slidine 2' 
was driven from left t o right by the driving mechani sm the remainder of 
the full voltage across "A" was gradually applied t o the furnace. 
The transtats are made with a terminal "3" tapped i n a f evt turns fror.J 
one end of the winding so when an input voltaee is applied across 1-J , the 
115 v. 
4 
2 
FURNACE 
Fi gure 1. Schematic di arram of the differential t hermal 
annlys ia control circuit 
?') 
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maximum olltput is about 130 volts. \Hth the input voltage acro ss 1-4. 
the maximum output voltage was the same as the input vol t aee. The best 
arrangement for connections J a nd 4 a nd 3 ' and 4 1 'das found by experiment. 
as well as the best point a t which 2 was set on transtat 11 A11 • A limit 
switch was located on the shaf t of transtat "B 11 t o cut off the power 
when the transtat comnutator reaches the end of travel, to p revent break-
age of the transtat. 
The hea ting rate i n differential thermal analysis shoul d be constant 
t hrough the range t o be investigated. This faci l ita tes measurement and 
makes it p ossible to compare therMograms obtained on d ifferent instruments. 
The curvature of the heating rate curve \~as controlled by the setting of 
transtat "A". I f the temper a t ure-time curve vras convex upwards the s tart-
i ne voltage ,.,as t oo high, while if the curve was concave upwards. the 
s t artin,c; voltage was t oo low. By c.ha.nF,ing t he l eads , heatinc rates of 
from 8 t o 16 degrees C. per minute \~ere possible . A heatint~ r a te of 
11. 3° C. per minute uas used in thi s study. 
Furnace.--The furnace consisted of a heating element enclosed in 
a large insulator. The furnace was mount ed on a track so that it would 
slide forward over the sample holder. 
The heating unit was a porcelain tube, t wo inches in diamet ~r and 
10 inches long. wrapped with 54 turns of 22 gauge nicrome wire wound 
around the central six i nches of t he tube. This tube was enclosed in a 
cylinder of refractory bricks , 10 inches in diameter and eight inches 
long. A sheet metal shell enclo sed the bricks . One inch transite formed 
t he ends of the furnace . A refractory brick p l ug was placed in one end 
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of the procelain tube. The furnace was bolted t o brass end plates. 
The lower edges of the end plates t·tere grooved to fit a track. The 
track consisted of two parallel J/4 inch steel rods welded on a steel 
plate which formed the base. 
Sample holder.--Several types of sample holders are described in 
tne literature (21, p . 201; 22 , 25 , 29, 66). All sn~ple holders incor-
porate certain essential features: a holder for the substance being 
investigated, and a similar holder for a similar amount of inert substance. 
The ~ain differences in sample holders are: bulk and kind of material, and 
met hod of measure furnace temperature. Stone (66) s nowed that, although 
holders of low heat capacities better show the individual factors c harac-
teristic of the sample, solid holders of larger heat capacity tend to 
smooth out any drift and give a neater and more easily interpreted thermo-
gram Ni th respect to chemical reactions. 
The sample holder used in this investigation 1.·/a s designed aft er the 
holders described by Norton (53), and by Ha~th and Davidson ( 29 ) . The 
holder was made from a chrome-nickel block one inch in diameter and 5/8 
inch in height . Chrome-nickel alloys make good sanple holders becaus e 
they show little scaling and have no Curie points between 25° a nd 1200° 
C. Two vert ica.l holes t inch in diameter and ! inch deep were drilled 
midway between the ends and parallel to the center line. These holes 
were to hold the sample and the inert references materi a l. A 1/8 inch 
horizontal hole J/8 inch long was drilled a t the center point on one 
end. The bead of one therlllOcouple was p laced in tbis hol•' , so tha t it 
was midway between the two i inch holes. Two horizonta l J/32 inch in 
diam eter holes were drill ed the lengt h of the sample holder. These 
3/32 inch holes made it possible to place thermocouple beads in the 
~enter of the sample and reference ma terial. 
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Temperature measurement.--All difference temperatures and furnace 
temperatures were measured with chromel-alumnel thermocoup les. The 
thermocouple used to measure difference temperatures had one junction 
in the center of each of the vertical holes in the sample holder. The 
thermocouples were insulated from the sample holder with a lumina tubes. 
One junction of the temperature measuring thermocouple was p laced in 
the horizontal hole midway between the sample and the inert material. 
The second junction of the temperature measuring thermocouple was inside 
a double-walled glass tube located about four feet away from the furnace. 
This location of the j unction (not in a mel ting ice bath) probably caused 
slight errors in the recording of furnac e temnera tures, but the magnitude 
of these errors was insignificant compared with the differences being in-
vestigated. The thermocouple leads led to reflecting galvanometers. 
Temperature differences between thermocouple junctions gave a resulting 
e.m.f., the magnitude of which was p roportional t o the temperature dif-
ference and the direction of which is dep endent upon the rela tive temper-
atures. The rela tive magnitude of galvanomet er deflections was controlled 
by va riable resistances in series with the thermocouple. The sensitivity 
of the apparatus was controlled by a variable resistance in series with 
the galvanometer. The deflections of the galvanometers '"ere recorded 
manually, recording the reflections reflected on mete r sticks. Individual 
deflection records were made every 15 seconds to two minutes. 
Plate 4 is a photograph of the differentia l thermal ana lysis furnace 
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Plate 4. Differential thermal analysie furnace. 
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and c ontrol unit s used in this s tudy. A anrl B were transtats. Cis 
the Bodine constant speed motor . D i s a reduction gear. E is the sample 
holder . F is the metal cylinder enclosin~ the furnace. 
For di f fer ent i a l thermal analysis the sample holder was fill ed by 
pouring the samle into the holder a nd lightly t amping \·ii th a g lass 
stirring rod ( 25 ). It was fo tmd that much care '~as needed in filling 
the sanple holder in order to obtain reproducible thermograms. The 
filling and t amlJ ing operations had to be unifor m so that the s&1ples 
~ere similarly packed. If replica tions ~ere not sinilarly packed the 
thermo~rams were not rep roducible , the areas of loops not being con-
sistent. 
The series (A-A) of dots in Figure 2 represent s a thermogram as 
initially plotted from galvanometer readin~s. ~ch dot represents an 
individual observation. line B-B in Figure 2 is the thermor,ram pro-
duced by connecting the dots i n A-A. It was found that when an inert 
substance (ca lcined Al203) ,.,as p laced in both receptacles of the sample 
holder, the temperature wi thin the unknown holder rose slowly, line C- C 
of Figure ? . To correct for the varying temperature differences between 
receptacles in the sample holder, raw thermograms (as B-B) '~ere plo tted 
over the correction curve (C-C), the distances D-D measured , and the 
thermograms rep lotted as the c orrected thermogram ;<j..-14: in Figure 2 . All 
the thermograms present ed have been corrected in this manner. 
The vertical scale of t he thermog ram (D-D) , Figure 2, i s the rela-
tive tenperature difference between the sam~le (clay material) and the 
inert reference material (calcined Al2o3). Since the temper a ture dif-
ferences bet\·leen sample and reference materi al \ffl.S not measured on any 
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for sample ho lder differences 
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temperature scale no units can be assigned to these distances in the 
thermograms. 
In Figure 2 the horizontal scale for line B-B is minutes. while the 
scale for line r~E is °C. Temperature calibration of the differential 
thermal analysis anparatQs was accomplished by co1~aring thermograms of 
heated samp l es with therrnograms (27. 28 . 46) in the litera tura of similar 
substances. The thermograms developed for calibra tion purposes are 
shown in Figure J. The raontmorilloni te and halloysite samples \·Jere 
obtained from Wards Natural Science Supply Company. Thermograms of 
similar samples from the same de~osits are given by Kerr et al (45. 56). 
The K2S04 and K2C03 samples v1ere "C.P. 11 samples and wer e compared with 
thermograms (27. 28) published by Gruver. 
It was found tha t the heating rate was 11.3° c. per minute . Table 
3 gives the temperature given in the literature and the comparable tern-
perature of the peaks of IYI'A loops as found when calcula ted a t a heating 
rate of 11.3° C. Table J. in effect. shows the rela tive error of 
thermograo temperatures in this study . The calcula ted t~~peratures of 
Table J are based on the f ormula: 
R: T-22 
D-5.5 
0 R i s the heating r ate of ll. J c. per minute. 
T is the tempera ture in °c. 
D is the displacement along the h eating rate curve (furnace temper-
ature curve) a t \~i t h "T 11 occurs. 
22 is the assumed r oom temperature in °C . 
5.5 is the intersect of the stra i ght line extension of the heating 
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FiGUre 3 . Thermop:ra.ms used t o calibrate the DTA annA.Tatus 
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Table 3. Relative error of t hermogram t emperatures i n t his s tudy 
Peak Peak 
Literature ter.mer ature temperature 
Substance reference from calcula ted 
l it er a ture 
X2C'I3 {27) 160° c. 165° c. 
Halloysi te ( 45) 595° c. 583° c 
K2S04 (28) 600°c. 596° c. 
r:on t rnori lloni te ( LJ6) 670° c. 67J0 c. 
l"ontmorill oni te { 46) 880° c. 888° c. 
Halloysite (46 ) 990° c. 978° c. 
Hontmorillonite (1 6 ) 1ooo0 c. 1002° c. 
J9 
rate curve. 
Thermogram loops may be seporated into three group~ accor ding to 
temuerature. The low-temnerature loop, covering up to J00° C., is 
dependent on t he clay minerPl species for its oresence ; on the t~)e and 
amount of exchange cations for it s sha~e: a nd on the mo isture content 
p rior t o analysis for its size (JO, 54 p. 153). Vernicul it e has two 
strong low te~erature endothermic loops i ndica ting that water is re-
moved in two ate~E . 
The midr ange endothermic l oop is usually associHted 'Nith the loss 
of hydroxyls from the octahedral layer, anrl varies considerably from 
clay to clay . This midrange loop is usuall y thought t o be irreversible. 
Grim and Br adley (24) have sho,.,n t hat clays heated t o a temperature just 
below the end of their thermogram dehydra tion loop t~ill reab sorb a con-
siderable a mount of water as hydroxyls when exposed to moist air over a 
period of time . 
High te~erature loops are t he combined effect of b oth endothermic 
and exothermic reactions. t-1ost of t he three-layer lattice clay niner a ls 
undergo an endothermic reaction associated t'>'i t h the final breakdown of 
the mineral lattice (54 , n . 154). High ten"';) era ture loops are accor.manied 
by the formation of either spinel , mullite , quartz, cristobalite (9) and 
sometimes olivine (1° , n . 192). The species of exchanee ion effects the 
variety of mineral formed. Sone magnesium-bearing minerals , such as 
talc and chlorite , lose their hydroxyl a a t te~:rperPtures somewru t hieher 
than encountered in materinls consisting pr imarily of aluminum in the 
octahedral layer. The high- temperature zone for members of the illit e 
and montmorillonit e group is largel y controlled by the che~ical 
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composition of the mineral. 
Clay mineral ident i fication was accomnlished by comparing thermo-
grams of samples investi~ted with thermograr.ls published in the literature 
(1, 9, 10 , 16, 17, 2?. , 24, 26 , 27, 28 , 29 , 41, 42 , 45 , 59 , 63, 66). Table 
4 sho\·Ts the rmoF,ram l oop n eak ranges for several mP t erials. 
X-ray analysis 
A crystal may be thought of as consisting of a mul titude of layers 
or planes of atoms, each p lane separa t ed from its neighbor by a space, 
d, characteristic of the crystal . These many layers may cooperate in 
such a way that the a tomic planes appear t o an incident X- ray beam very 
much the same as does an ordina ry mirror t o a beam of l i ght. If, then, 
a monochromatic beam of X- rays of wave length N · is incident on these 
a t omic ~lanes a t an angle Q, reflections wi l l occur nrovided in audition, 
the following condition is sat isfied: 
N ~ = 2 d s in Q 
In t his , the Bragg equa tion, N i s an int eger, called t he order of 
the reflection and in pract i ce rarely exceeds 4 or 5. If the inc ident 
beam is heterogeneous in wave length, only those wave le~hs sati sf ying 
this equation will be reflected for any given angle of incidence. 
Since X- ray diffract ion patterns a r e related t o cryst al structure, 
X- ray identification is, in principal, better suited t o recognition of 
structura l group s and vari eties (54 , p . 119), than of chemical speci es . 
It being rather easy to differentia te between kaolinite , mien , and 
chlorite with basil spacings of 7 .2~, 10~ and 14~ respectively; but very 
difficult to differentiate between mica and ill ite , both havi ng a basil 
Table 4. Ch8racteristic 11l'A loops of several minera ls 
Substance 
Q.uartz 
Gibbsite 
Illite 
Kaolinite 
Halloysite 
1-lontmorilloni te 
Ferric iron hydrate 
tt.usc ovi t e 
Talc 
Pyrophylli te 
Attapulg ite 
(Palygorskite) 
Anorphous hydrous 
aluminum silicate 
Chlorit e 
Direction 
H'.ndothermic 
~ndothermic 
Endothermic 
!<!ndothermic 
Endothermic 
Exothermic 
~ndotharmic 
"-!xothermic 
~ndo thermic 
Rndothermic 
:SXothermic 
Endothermic 
"~<.;ndothermic 
Endothermic 
Exothermic 
~athermic 
Exothermic 
~dothermic 
"'i)}dothermic 
Endothermic 
"!ndo thermic 
"li.:ndothermic 
Endothermic 
Exothermic 
l'!ndothermic 
Exothermic 
Endother mic 
Endothermic 
F..x:othermic 
57J 
JO~J50 
100-200 
500-600 
850-900 
875-1025 
55~600 
950-1000 
100-200 
550-600 
950-1000 
100-250 
600-700 
900 
1000 
400 
J00-400 
750-950 
825-1000 
600-850 
100-200 
J50-6oo 
750-850 
850-1000 
250 
925 
550-600 
800 
7800 
Weak 
Strong 
1
'/eak 
Small 
Weak 
Strong 
41 
Strong , modera t ely 
Hydrated 
Strong 
Moderately strong 
Hydrat ed 
Strong 
1\eak, sev eral 
smnll peaks 
Doublet 
':leak 
Not always p r es ent 
Not a l ways p r esent 
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Table 4 (continued) 
Substance Direction oc 
Vermiculite Endothermic 153 
Endothermic 115 Weak 
Endothermic 272 
Endothermic 850 Broad and shallow 
::!:xothermic 882 
Calcite Endo thermic 750-900 
Magnesite ~do thermic 650-725 
tolomite Endothermic 700-850 
Endothermic 825-950 
Goethite Endothermic 400-'~50 
Limonite Endo thermic JOO-J50 
4J 
spacing of 10~. 
The X-ray diffraction anparatus used in this investigation emp loyed 
a gas filled tube with an iron target, and a manganese dioxide filt er. 
This supplied filtered Fe radiation \vith a wave lengt h of l. 934~. The 
X- ray tube "Iindow was composed of a thin li thiwn sheet abo ut 0 .1 em. 
thick. The camera was based on the Deybe-Hull-Sherrer powder method. 
The sample was coa ted on a elass thread- like rod. The diamet er of thP 
rod and sample was O.J t o 0.5 mm. The end of the samp le rod was centered 
in modeling clay. The modelinr; clay \1as on the end of th e shaf t of a 
small electric motor which r o tated the sample during exno sure. X-ray 
film ·~a~; placed a long the inside of the camera , so tha t 1 t formed a 
circle around the sample. The diameter of the camer a ,.,a s ? • 24 inches . 
Mineral i dentification was accomplished by coeyaring the powder 
diffraction spacings and intens ities observed with those g iven in the 
literature (10 , 43, 47, 68). 
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EXPERIMENTAl. RESULTS 
Chemical analysis 
All chemical analyses were made by personnel of the Utah Agri-
cultural Experiment Station-Soil Conservation Service cooperative soil 
testing laboratory, Logan, Utah. 
Table 5 summarizes the chemical analyses of the three Payson pro-
files. All p rofiles stuo ied contained excessive soluble salts . Exchange-
able sodium was high in all pr ofiles. All three profiles were saline-
alkali (59, p . 5) . Profiles 2 and 3 are more mature than p rofile 4 , as 
shown by the degree of lime leaching from the A1 hori zons . Each of the 
profiles investigated had sulfate accumulations, lower than the lime 
accumulations in the same profiles , indica ting t hat the p resent dominant 
water movement within these profiles is doHnward. Several investigators 
(60, 74) have reported accumula tions of exchanceable magnes i um in solonet z 
soils. In thi s investigation it was i mpossible to det er mine the quantity 
of exchangeable magnesi1~ (7) because of the lime pr esent. Sampl es 20 
and 21 had a very sharp break in lime content. 
l~echanical analysis 
Particle size distribution determinations were made on both acid 
treated samples and non-acid treated samples. Sand ~as collected on a 
300 mesh sieve. Silt and clay were determinen using a p i pet te me thod 
s i milar to that of Ki lmer nnd Alexander (48), plotting Oden curves and 
tangents to the Oden curves (3), to obtain the distributions. Tables 6 
and 7 g ive the result s of these mechanical analyses vi th an accuracy 
Table 5a . Chemical analysis data of three pr ofil es of PRyson 
soils 
Sampl e Dept h pH EC9 xl 0 Organic Li me TDS 
no . inches past e ®25° c. mRt ter 
,-1 % r1 "P ,~ 
20 0-5 ~· 8 . 2 0.8 2.2 3 0. 052 
21 5~-6 8 . 5 2 . 6 1. 4 35 0.133 
22 6-10 9 . 1 6 . 0 34 0. 312 
23 10-llft 9 . 6 9 .5 24 0. 540 
24 n J--18 9 .8 11.3 19 0 . 532 :> 
25 18-22 9 .7 10. 3 24 0.567 
26 22- 30 9 . 5 6. 2 20 0 . 466 
30 o-6 7. 9 o. 8 2.6 1 n.o65 
31 6-9~ 8. 5 2. 6 1.0 ll 0. 152 
32 9~l7 8. 8 3 . 9 28 0. 289 
33 17- 27 9 . 4 6.5 13 0. 382 
40 0-4 8 . 3 7. 2 2. 1 15 0. 259 
41 4-7 9 . 8 14 . 2 o. 6 24 0. 628 
42 7- 14 10. 2 13 .9 22 0. 923 
43 14-20 10. 2 16 .8 22 1.029 
44 20- 30 10. 2 14. 4 22 1.100 
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Table 5b. 
Sample Excha~eable cations Cation exchan~e CaEacitl 
no. Na Na K Who l e Acid treat ed 
soil clay 
~ % % ~ ~ 
l OOg. lOOg. lOOg 
20 0. 36 2 2.1 14.9 
21 2. 5 22 2.5 11.1 
22 9.3 54 4. 3 17.2 
23 l J . O 70 4.5 18.5 
24 10. 4 61 3.7 17. 0 
25 10. 2 65 3 . 5 15.6 
26 12. 0 65 J.6 18.5 
JO 0.16 1 2.3 14.8 
31 3. 4 23 3 . 4 14.8 
32 9.3 51 3 . 2 18.2 
33 11.6 77 1.8 1).1 
40 3 . 3 31 1. 5 10.7 46.8 
41 16. 2 89 2.3 18 . 2 50 . 0 
42 17.7 83 1.9 21.3 57.0 
43 17.4 95 1.6 18.4 55 . 0 
44 lA.J 95 1.3 19. 2 59. 0 
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Table 5c. Ana lysis of 1:, soil: water extract 
Sample Ca. Mg Na K Cl so4 C03 HCOJ Na 
no. epm epm epm epm epm epm epm epm % 
20 1.41 1.21 2 1.74 0.3 0.54 0 7. 24 31 
21 0.81 0. 31 14 2. 31 4.89 1. !~1 0 14. 0 80 
22 1.09 o.41 42 3.13 23. 9 1 .97 1. 81 ?? . 6 90 
23 0.85 0.27 79 4. 00 46 . 9 6 .85 9 . 03 21.3 94 
24 1.62 0.77 81 3 .44 60.8 7.71 0 22 . 6 93 
25 1. 25 1. 22 91 3. 38 62.5 7. 54 0 19. 4 94 
26 0.85 1.77 74 2.87 53 . 9 7.33 0 20 . 2 93 
30 o.65 0.1 3 1. 08 0. 44 o. 73 0 5. 25 62 
31 o.65 0.17 17 1. 05 3.9 2. 06 0 14. 9 90 
32 0.77 0. 213 38 1.31 11.1 .1 4.80 1.81 24.4 94 
33 0.81 0. 2 51 1. 05 24 .8 7.88 J.6J 19 . 9 96 
40 2.3 o. LJ.B 33 1.21 18.8 ? . J 6 0 18 . 6 92 
41 5.25 1. 0 94 1.54 6?. 5 7.75 0 JJ .O 92 
42 0.89 0.56 152 1.08 713. 6 15.81 16. 5 30. 3 98 
1.13 0.77 0. 2 160 1.15 92.7 2? . 19 22 .7 26.7 99 
44 0.81 0.91 180 1.38 89.7 20.73 36. 3 22 . 6 98 
Abbreviations: 
~8lo3@25° C. - El ectrical conductivity of t he sa turation extract 
in mi111mhos p er em. a t 25° c. 
~ - f.Ulliequivalent per 100 grams of a ir dry soil. 
100g 
epm 
- Equivalents p er million i n a 1:5 soi l: ,.,a t er extract. 
of 1 percent, all results rounded to the neares t 0.5 percent. Figures 
4, 5, and 6 graphically depict this same d&ta. The lime contents of the 
same horizons are also plotted on the same figures. 
Profile 2 has a sharp change in texture between horizons 23 and 
24, especially in the sand fractions. Horizon 24 has 11.5 percent more 
sand than horizon 23 and 6.5 percent more snnd than horizon 25. These 
differences indicate depositional difference or stratification of the 
parent material at site 2. Profile J has no abnormal cp~es in texture. 
Profile 4 reflected its immature state texturally. Euch profile had a 
clay accumulation in the B horizons, the amount of accumulation paral-
leling the apparent maturity of the profile as manifested by lime content 
and distribution. The lime content of the horizons, the clay content of 
the same horizons, in the non-acid treated samples, show a high degree 
of correlation. 
The mechanical analysi s of the acid treated samples gave results 
similar t o the non-acid treated samples for the sand fraction. The acid 
treatment reduced the amounts of clay in the B and C horizons, and caused 
an apparent increase of sand content in the same horizons. Much of the 
lime must be crystalized into particles falling within the clay size 
range. From the mechanical analysis of the samples 20 and JO , low lime 
A1 horizons, it appears that more than just lime was dissolved by the 
acid. Clay accumulations occur in t hose horizons containing lime accumu-
lation. The acid treatment to remove lime dissolved most of the minerals 
causing the anparent clay accumula tions. 
Differentia l thermal analysis 
Thermograms were made of clay fractions from acid treated soils f rom 
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Table 6. TexturAl conposition data of three non-acid trea ted Payson 
soil pr ofiles 
Sample Sand Silt Clay Texture 
no. • 05 mm. . 05- .005 . 002 mm • 
~ . 005 mm •• 002 nun. 
20 J4.o JJ . 5 14.5 18.0 Loam 
21 25.0 JO . O 24. 0 ?0.5 Silt loam 
22 20.0 29 .5 20. 0 30. 5 Clay loam 
23 17.0 33 . 0 20.5 29 . 5 Silty clo.y l oam 
24 28.5 35. 0 18.5 20 .5 Silt loam 
25 22 . 0 41.5 20 . 0 16.5 Silt loam 
26 33 . 0 37.5 20 . 0 19. 0 Silt loam 
30 29 .0 47.0 15.5 8.5 Silt loam 
31 25 . 0 33 • .5 ll.O 31.0 Cl ay loam 
32 22 .0 32.0 n.o 35.5 Clay loam 
33 24. 0 28 .5 o.o 29 .5 Clay loam 
40 31. 0 37. 0 6.5 25.5 Loam 
41 16.5 30 • .5 12.0 41. 0 Silty clay 
42 10.0 39.5 11. 0 39. 0 Silty c l ay loam 
43 11.5 88.5 14.5 35 • .5 Silty clay loam 
44 9.0 34. o 23 .0 34.o Silty clay l oam 
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Table 7. Textural cornposition data of three "acid treated " Payson 
so il vr ofiles 
Sample Sand Silt Clay Texture 
no. • 05 mm. . 05- .005 . 00? mm • 
1, . 005 I:lltl . . 002 mm . 
'% % 
20 32 . 0 28.0 ?6. 0 14. 0 Silt loam 
21 30 . 5 28. 5 25 . 0 16. 0 Loam 
22 27. 0 32 . 0 24 .5 17.5 Silt loam 
23 25.0 28.5 2? . 0 24. 0 Silt loam 
24 28.0 23 .5 21.0 27.0 Clay loam 
25 22.5 26. 5 30 . 0 30.5 Silt loam 
26 21. 0 35 .0 22 .5 21.0 Silt loam 
30 29 . 0 44.5 13.5 1.3 .o Silt loam 
31 24. 0 35. 0 24.0 16.5 Silt loam 
32 25 . 0 41 . 0 19.5 14 . 5 Silt loam 
33 34. 5 19 .5 21.5 24.5 Silt loam 
40 29 . 5 32 .5 22.5 15.5 Silt loam 
41 18. 0 29 . 0 30. 0 23.0 Silt loam 
42 11.0 33.5 22.5 33 .0 Silty clay loam 
43 10. 5 40.5 15.0 33 .5 Silty clay l oam 
44 10.5 44. 0 12. 5 33 .0 Silty clay loam 
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all horizons. Thermograms wer e also made of c lay fractions from non-acid 
treated soi l s from several hor i zons. All soil s ~~d been trea ted with 
hydrogen ~ero~ide t o remove organic matter. 
Figure 7 6ives thermo~rams of the ac i d trea ted clay sampl es from 
profile 2 . The sharp exothermic peaks in sampl es 20 and 21 at 475° C. 
were caused by or gani c matter, t he peroxide treatment hRving not removed 
all of the organic matter. The endothermic loops a t 100 to 250° C. and 
endothermic peaks at 540° c. are t ypical illite characteristics. Tho 
small endothermic loops bet\~een 60cPC. and 700° C. sugge st the presence 
of smal l amounts of montr.1orillonite. Comparing these loops \d th thermO-
grams of Grim and Rowl a nd ( 25), prepared from known mixtures of i llit e 
and montmorillonite, indicate tha t they represent less than 10 percent 
mon t rao rilloni t e . The clay materials of profile 2, i dentifiable by dif-
ferential thermal ana lys is of aci d treated samples, are n rincipally il-
lite with a small amount of mont moril lonite . 
The ther mograrns shO\m in Fieure 8 ar e of the acid treated clay sa~ 
ples fran p r ofile J . 'Ihe low temperature endothermic loops between 100° 
C. and endothernic pea~s a t 550° c. and 850° C. and exo t hermic peaks at 
910° C. are t ypical i lli t e characteri s tics . A small endothermic loop 
at 700° c. is present indicatine the p resence of mont mo rillonite . Com-
paring with quantitative curves (25) indicates that about 5 percent of 
the clay materials in profile J is montmorillonite. 
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Figure 7. Thermograms of ac id treated cla y samples f r om 
p rofile 2 
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Fi gure 9. Thermograms of acid treat ed clay samn l es f r om 
profile 4 
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Thermograms of the acid-treated clay samples from site 4 are sho1 .. n 
in Figure 9. The exothermic peak of sample 40 a t 470° C. i s probably 
QUe to organic matter. Otherwise the curves are typical of illite-
mo ntmorillonite mixtures. It is interesti1~ to note tha t by comparison 
with Grima curves (25). sample number 40 contains between 25 and 50 per-
cent montmorillonite, while the deeper horizons contain les~ than 10 
percent montmorillonite. 
Thermograms of non-3cid treat ed clay samples number 20 and 25 are 
shown in Figure 10. ~ssentially, the non-acid treated clay samples 
and acid treated clay samples produced the same thermograms. It is 
interestine t o note the small differences bet'"een thermoe rams. The 
thermogram of the non-acid treated clay sample 20 has a larger 670° c. 
endothermic loop than that of the acid treated sanple, indicating the 
presence of a montmorillonite clay soluble in dilute acid. There is 
a small endoth~rmic loop at 800° c. in the non-acid treated s~~le 20 , 
probably due to chlorite. This loop is not present in sa~le 25. The 
endothermic break after the exothermic peak at 930° C. is sharp er, due 
to calcite or dolomite. 
Figure 11 presents the thermograms of the clay sampl es from the 
non-acid treated samples of profile three. The endothermic loops belo\>r 
J00° C. are the res~lt of montmorillonite dehydration. The endothermic 
loous between 320° C. and 4500 c. in samples J O and Jl are probably due 
to brucite (41). The exothermic peak at 460° c. in sampl~ J~ is organi c 
matter oxidation. The typical illite loop iq present a t 540° C. The 
loop at 600° C. in sawple J O is due to oont;21orillonite . The endothermic 
loops at 70rPC. and exothermic loops a t 860° c. i n saMp l es Jl a nd J 2 
are due to chlorite. 
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Fi r,ure 10. ':'h er mop,r ams of non-o.cid treat ed c l Ry s a l'lp l es 
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Figure 12. Thermograms of non-acid treated clay samples 
from n rofi le 4 
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X-ray ana1ysi s 
Mineral i dentification by X-ray diffrnction was accomplished by 
comparing powder diffr act ion oictures '~i th powder diffraction pictures 
of reference clay sampl es , and with published X- ray data (10, 47 , 54 , 
62 
pp . 119-lJO , 68). X-ray diffract ion pictures were oade of montmorillon-
ite, illit e , kaolinite , and halloysite reference samples. Powder diffrac-
tion pictures of reference clay minerals contained strong first order 
reflections of the (001) p l anes. The 15~ spacing of montmorillonite was 
very near the limit of the camera uaed. 
Tables 7, 8 , 9, 10 , 11 , 12 , and lJ s ho11 the X- ray diffraction data 
obt ained from non-acid treated clay samples JO. JJ , IJ.O, 41. 1.~2 . 4J , and 
44. Table 14 nresents the X-ray diffraction data from ac i o treated clay 
sample 41. The f irst column of these tables contains the observed spac-
ings (n in the Braeg equation). The seconn column contains the observed 
int ensities. The following columns of the X-ray diffraction tables con-
tain intens ities for the corresponding line , as found in the literature. 
Only tho se lines representing spacing greater than l .5i \tere catalogued . 
None of the X-ray pic tur~s taken of samples under investigation 
contained distinct lines representing soaci~~s greater than l O. l i. The 
region above lO.li contained a dark. shaded area , charact eristic of 
mixed- layer mineral types . All photographs contained a weak lO.li line, 
the ( 001) illite line. A weak line was observed a t 7 .JX. This 7 . J i 
line ,.,as probably a second order chlorite line. It is doubtful if this 
was a kaolinite ( 001) line since the spacing i s greater than the 7 .1~ 
to 7 .2i charact eristic of kaolinite ( 11 , n . lUI) . The mineral responsible 
for t his 7 .Ji snacing 1·/lls probably an iro:1 r ich chlorite. In chlorite, 
\then iron is substituted for Mg in octahedral positions, the intensities 
of the (001) and (003) lines a r e reduced r ela tive to the ( 002) and ( 004) 
lines (10 , p . 189). 
Dioctahedral silicates hav e a spacin~ of 1.50~ (54 , p . 123). Such 
spacings were present in all samples. The l.5oi line was more of a band 
than a line, which, along with a band at 4.)3~ indicates amorphous silica 
(10, p . 307). The 4.33~ band was present in several photogranhs, indi-
cating that more than 25 percent of the clay materials consisted of 
amorphous silica. 
Characteristic spacings of i l lite, ~ontmorillonite, chlorit e , quartz, 
and calcite '"ere identified. Several photoe raphs had unidentified \·Jeak 
lines at 5.58i to 5 .65~ and at 6.55~. These spacin£s are t ypica] of poly-
gorski t e ( attapulgite), an alt ered montmorillonite ( 10, p . 242) . The 
first order (001) spacing of polygorskite corresponds wi th tha t of ill ite . 
The few lines present wer e not considered sufficient to pos i t ively identi-
fy pa lygorskite. It i s di ff icult t o differ entia t e between the ~ica type 
minerals wi th 10~ (001) lines. Van Der Marel (68) states tha t ill ite a nd 
muscovite m~ be separated on tha basi s of illite ' s 3 . 03~ and 2 .82~ lines 
and muscovite 1 s 3 .19~ a nd 2 . 97i lines. These weak lines \-Jere not pr esent 
in the pictures used i n this study. It is therefore necessary to con-
sider illite as :Bradley r ecommends (10 , p . 4) , 11Clay minerals s i n ilar in 
structure to mica (muscovite), gen P.r nlly t enned illites • • 11 
Comparing non-ac i d treated sa;~les JO and JJ one finds the chlorite 
l ines more intense in sample 30. Positive identification of calcite was 
not possible in sample 30 , altho~h it is a major component of sample 33 . 
The 4.32~ line , rep r esenting amorphous silica, ~as more intens e in sample 
JO. 
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Comparing the intensities of lines on the non-acid treated clay 
samples from site 4, one observes that the calcite lines are more in-
tense in samples 40 and 41 than in sacples fro~ lower horizons. This 
indicates that in situ processes are causing calcite to be reprecipitated 
in the clay-nize fraction. The 4.69~ chlorite spacing was apparent only 
in sample 40. The other lines which are marked in the chlorite are 
spacings common to many mica-type minerals. The calcite lines do not 
appear in the X-ray diffraction photographs of acid treated samples. 
All chlorite lines, except the 7.Ji spacing , were spacings common to 
many mica-type minerals. In the acid-treated sample many of the char-
acteristic mica-type mineral lines were relatively intense. 
Caution should be used when attempting to make quantitative estiM-
ates of interstratified minerals. Several spacings are common to many 
clay minerals, resulting in reinforcement, and the (001) spacing line 
is either missing or displaced (10, p . 151). Another factor which intro-
duces uncertainties in es timating a given mineral in a mixture is the 
presence of substances, such as calcite , which highly absorb X-rays (54, 
p. 126). The X-ray diffraction photographs substantiated the clay min-
eral identifications m~de by DTA. 
Table 8. X-ray data of non-acid treated clay from sampl e 30 
Crystal Observed Intensiti es found in l it er ature 
s;ea.cine intensity !111 te Mont. Chlorite Q.uartz Calcit e 
i 
10.1 v.w.• 10 
7.31 v. , .• • 10 
5.243 v.v. w. 8 
4.54 4 6-10 
4.321 1 
3 .71 v. w. 8 
3.35 10 9 10 
3 . 234 1 1 
2 .989 v.w. 9 
2.565 5 7 2-10 
2.455 1 
"'· 
2-6 3 
2 . 395 v. w. 1 
2 .283 v.w. 1-2 3 7 
2.208 v.w. 1 2-8 
2.131 v. w. 9 3 
1.91 1 9 
1.818 2 5 8 
1.665 1 2-7 l-5 3 
1.54 4 1 2-8 6 
1.508 3 7 2-10 
• observed int ensity, weakest t o strongest: very, very weak (v.v. w. ), 
very weak ( v. \"1 . ) , weak ( "' . ) , 1, 2 , 3 . 4, 5. 6, 7, 8, 9 , 10. 
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Tab l e 9. X-ray data on non-acid trea t ed clay from sample JJ 
Cry stal Observed Int ensiti es found i n literature 
spacing intensity Illite Mont. Chlorite suartz Calcite 
~ 
10.1 v.v.w.• 10 
7.3 v.v.w. 9 
4.54 J 6-10 
3 . 35 10 10 10 
3. 235 v. w. 9 1 
3.049 1 10 
2.89 1 8 
2.58 4 7 2-10 1-7 
2.395 v. w. 
2.283 V.'-~. 1-2 3 7 
2.208 v. w. 1 2-8 
?.131 v.w. 9 
1.91 1 9 
1.818 2 .5 8 
1.665 1 2-7 1-5 
1.54 4 1 2-6 6 
1.508 3 7 2-10 
*Observed intensity , weakE:s t t o strongest: ver y , very weak (v.v. w. ) , 
ver y weak (v.w.), weak (w.), l, 2, 3 , 4, 5. 6. 7. 8, 9 . 10. 
Table 10. X-ray data of non-acid treated cl5.y from sampl e 40 
Crystal Observed Intensities found in litera ture 
spacing intensity !111 te Mont. Cblori te q,uart z Ca lcite 
i 
10.1 v.v.w.• 10 
7.3 v.v. w. 9 
5 .56.5 1 
4.69 w. 9 
4.322 w. 1 J-10 
3.91 w. 1 
3.77 v.v.w. w. 
3.268 v.v.w. 1 
3. 353 8 .5-10 10 
3.28 v.v.w. 
3. 036 10 10 
2.998 v.v.w. 9 
2.8817 v.v. w. 
2.625 1 
2.522 3 2-6 
2.445 v.v. w. 1 v. w. 2-6 J 
2. 395 V."'. 1 
2. 291 6 1 3 7 
2. 00 v.v.w. 2-8 
1.921 3 9 
1.88 J 0.5 8 
1.836 v •''' • 0.5 8 
1.75 v.v . w. 2 
1.665 v.v. '"· 1 1-5 3 
1.616 w. 1 4 
1 • .599 1 3-7 5 
1.54 v.v. w. 1 6 
1.525 v.w. 2 2-8 
1 • .50 w. 7 2-10 
*Observed int ensity , weakest t o strongest: very , very weak ( v. v. ,. .• ) , 
very v1eak ( v. w. ) , weak ( w. ) , 1, 2, J . 4 , 5. 6, 7. 8, 9, 10. 
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Table 11. X-ray data of non- acid trea ted clay from sample 41 
Observed Intensiti es f ound in ~ iterature Crystal 
spacing intens ity • Illit e f.!ont. Chlorite Q.uartz Cal c it e 
i 
10 .1 
7.JO 
5.62 
4 . 475 
4.J22 
] . 855 
3. 38 
3.049 
2.58 
?. .u8 
2. 345 
2 . ?7 
?. 095 
1.9 7 
1. 91 
1.858 
1.61 
1.59 1 
1.54 
1.5 8 
v.v. •.r .• 
v.v.w. 
v.v. w 
w. 
v.v. w. 
v.v.w 
6 
10 
v.v. ,.·' • 
3 
2 
v.v . w. 
J 
3 
v.v. w. 
v • . ., • 
v. v. ··.·• 
w. 
10 
10 6- 10 
1 
1 
7 ?-10 
v. \•1 . 
1 
9 
0.5 
1 
1 
7 2-10 
9 
1-7 
J-7 
2-8 
10 
2 
6 
6 
10 
6 
7 
7 
8 
4 
5 
•Observed intenr:ity , \·leakes t to stronges t: very , ver ? "Jeak (v.v . • ..,.) , 
very weai< ( v. '·'. ) , \~eal<: ( N . ) , 1 , ? , ~ , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7, R, 9 , 1 ') . 
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Table 12. X-ray data of non-aci d trent ed clay from sample 42 
Crystal Observed Intensit i es found in lit er e ture 
spacing intens ity Illite Mont. Chlorite quartz Cal cite 
~ 
10.1 v.v. w.• 10 
7.3 v. w. 9 
6.55 w. 
5. 05 v.v. w. 
4. 495 5 10 6-10 
4. 24 v.w. 
3 . 34 10 9 10 
3 .19 v.v. w. 
3 . 035 8 10 
2 .89 
2 . 795 v. v. ·~. 8 l-6 
2.685 v.v. "W . 8 
2.565 4 7 2-10 2-6 
2. 47 v. w. v. ," · 2-6 
2.41 v. v. '"• 
2.365 v.v.w. 7 
2. 27 1 1 7 
2. 225 v.v.w. 1 1 
2 .13 v. ''~• 
2 . 075 w. 2-8 7 
1.98 w. 9 2-6 
1.90 1 
1.86 1 8 
1.81 1 8 
1.65 v.v. w. 2-7 1-5 
1.585 w. 3-7 
1.535 1 1 2-8 6 
1.50 
"'· 
7 2-10 
• Observed inten~ity , weakest t o strongest: very , v ery weak (v.v.w. ) , 
very weak (v. w.), \'ieak ( "' ·), 1, 2 , J . 4, 5, 6 , 7, 8, 9, 10 . 
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Tabl e l J . X-ray data of non- acid trea t ed clay from samnl e 43 
Intensities f ound in lit er a ture Crys t a l 
spacing 
Observed 
int ens ity Ill ite t~ont. Chl orite quart z Ct-~.lcit e 
i 
10 .1 
7. 31 
5.62 
4. 518 
4. 22 
3. 352 
J .l8 
J . 9J 
2.19 
:? . 80 
2 . 68J 
2. 565 
2. 4J5 
2. 375 
2. 27 
2.1J8 
? ,085 
1.985 
1.91 
1.86 
1. 81 
1.70 
1. 65 
1. 59 
1.56 
l. S4 
1.50 
v. w.• 
v. v . "~ . 
v. w. 
5 
2 
10 
v.v. w. 
8 
2 
v.v. w 
v.v. w. 
4 
v. w. 
v. w. 
l 
v.v. w. 
v. w. 
w. 
1 
1 
2 
v.v. ,t . 
v.v . '" • 
w. 
1 
4 
10 
10 
9 
8 
8 
3-10 
10 2-10 
1 
1 
9 
0.5 
2-7 
1 
l 
7 2-10 
9 
1-6 
1-7 
2-6 
1-J 
3- 7 
2-8 
7 
10 
2 
8 
6 
10 
7 
7 
9 
8 
5 
•observf'd int ens i ty , weakes t t o st r onc;est: v Pr y , v ry tvealr (v. v. w.) , 
ver y weak ( v. w. ) , weal: ( \., . ) , 1 , ? , ':l , lJ , 5 , 6 , 7 , ~ , 9 , 10. 
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Tabl e 14. X-ray data of non- acid trea ted clay from sample 44 
Cryst a l 
spaci ng 
i 
10.1 
7. 30 
4.955 
4.475 
4. 22 
3 .71 
3.34 
3.213 
3. 016 
2.565 
2.455 
2.35 
2 . 28 
2. 268 
2. 084 
2.00 
1.915 
1.856 
1.815 
1.65 
1.585 
1.531 
1.50 
1.488 
Observed 
int ensity 
V.V. \1 .* 
v. w. 
v.v. w. 
4 
v.v• "' • 
v.v. w. 
10 
v.v.w. 
6 
5 
v.v. "' · 
v.v. w. 
3 
3 
v.v. w 
v.v.w. 
v.v. w. 
v.v . .. . 
v.v.w. 
v.v.w. 
v.v. w. 
1 
v.v. w. 
5 
Int ensities found in l iterature 
I lli t e ~ont. Chlorite Quartz Cal cite 
10 
6- 10 
10 2-10 
0.5 
2-7 
1 
7 
1 
?-ln 
9 
9 
2-6 
?- 8 
J-7 
2- 8 
7 
10 
3 
3 
8 
6 
10 
7 
7 
7 
9 
8 
5 
*Obs erved int ensi t y , weakest t o stron~e!'; t: ver ;; , v .. r :,· weak (v .v. 'W. ). 
very weak ( v. w. ) , weak ( w. ) , 1 , ? , 'l , h , 5, 6 , 7 , ~ , '1 • 1'"' • 
Table 15. X- ray data of acid treated clay from sample 41 
Crystal 
spacing 
i 
10.1 
7.3 
5.58 
4.96 
4.495 
4.JJ 
4. 428 
3.395 
3.71 
J.J7 
2.94 
2.80 
2.685 
2. 565 
2.43 
2.36 
2.239 
2.16 
2.095 
1.965 
1.80 
l. 705 
1.681 
1.568 
1.54 
1.50 
Observed 
intensity 
v.w.• 
v.v.w. 
v.w. 
v.v • ...,. 
9 
v.v. w. 
"'· v.v.w. 
10 
v.v;w. 
v.w. 
v.v.w. 
5 
w. 
v.w. 
v.v.w. 
v.v. w. 
v . v.w. 
w. 
v.w. 
v.v.w. 
v.v.w. 
v.v. w. 
v.v.w. 
"'· 
Intensities fo~nd in literature 
Illite Mont. Chlorite Quartz Calcite 
10 
9 
10 
1 
8 
8 
8 
1 
l 
l 
1 
l 
9 
1 
l 
7 
6-10 
1 
2-10 
1 
5 
2-10 
9 
9 
1-6 
2-6 
J-7 
2-8 
10 
1 
8 
J 
6 
7 
*Observed intensity. wcake!'; t to strongest: v ery, very weak (v.v.':-'.). 
very weak (v.w.). '~eak (w.). l. 2, J . 4, 5. 6, 7. a. 9 . 10 . 
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DISCUSSION 
Parent me. teria l 
The parent material of the Payson soil series consists of sedi-
ment s deposited in lnke Bonneville. These materials varied textura lly, 
from sit e t o site. The clay materi~ls contained in the lake sediments 
were very similar in the three Payson p rofiles s tudi ed , although the 
parent mAteria l s of profile J did not contain as much lime as either 
profile 4 or 5. Site 20 was affected by stratification a t time of de-
nosition of the sediments. At s ite J the sed i ments were probably tex-
turally homogenous. The texture of s ite J horizons is as one would 
expect, tha t is to agree with Weston's theory (83) of increasine bulk 
density \" i th increas ing clay concentration in Solonetz soils (see 
Figure 5) • Sedi101en ts at site 4 probably \'Jere texturally hooor;enous, 
with the exception of the surface horizon a t time of deposition. Sample 
40 , however, had a relRtively large amount of sand when one cons i ders 
the small amount of lime movement within the profile (see Figure 6). 
The c lny f raction of sample 40 'ttas the only sampl e with more than 10 
percent non-acid soluble montmorillonite, having 25 to 50 percent non-
acid soluble montmorillonite (see Figure 9). The parent materials com-
posine sample LW di d not originate from the same source as the parent 
mat eri a ls for the rest of this p r ofile, as it is not similar to the 
rest of the profile textural ly or in clay mineral composition. 
The present illit ~ and acid insoluble montmorillonite comn l ex i s 
inherited frorn the sediments composing the parent materiAl s . Calcite , 
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quartz, a nd amorphous silica also occur as parent ma terials within the 
clay size range . The amorphous gilica composed more than 25 percent 
of the clay materials in all clay samples. 
Clay development 
The clay materials significant in profile morphol ogy in the pro-
files studied a r e from t wo sources: in situ wea thering and inherited 
from parent material. The clay materials p resent that were products 
of in situ weatheri ng were calcite, chlorite, and small amounts of ac id 
soluble montmo rillonite. I llite (mica), acid insoluble montmorillonite. 
quartz, and amorphous silica have been inherited from the parent material. 
Calc! te is being dissolved by dowm-1ard moving water and then being 
rep recipitated at deuth. Much of t his reprecipita ted calcite crystalizes 
within the clay si7e r ange. At site J the zone of maximum chlorite 
accumulation was also the zone of maximum clay accumula tion (see Figure 
10). An acid-soluble montmorillonite comnosed about 25 percent of the 
surface sarnnle. At site 4 , weakly developed according t o lime movement, 
t he highest chlorite concentra tion was in the surface sample . These 
c hlorite ann acid soluble montmorillonite concentrations a re as on e would 
expect, the mineral r epr esentinc the most ndva nced in s itu \'leath ering 
stage being in the mos t wea thered horizon. Site J has either b een sub-
ject ed to more intense wea therine t han site 4 or s ite J contained fewer 
carbonates than 4 from the parent material, the latter seeming mo re 
probabl e. 
Two methods of chl orite f ormat i on are report ed in the l itera ture. 
Chlorit e may be fo rmed by the diagenes of montl'lCnilloni te ( 21 , n . J22 ) . 
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In this process a brucite layer is formed betveen the interlayer surfaces 
of t he montmorillonite. Chlorite may be formed as recrys t a lization pro-
duct (51) of silicates conta ining aluminum, ferroQ~ iron, and magnesium. 
If chlorite, in the profiles studied , was produced by diagenesis of 
montmorillonite, the montnorillonite content should have decreased as 
chlorite content increased. There was no apparent chanee in acid in-
soluble montmorillonite content as chlorite increased. On further 
veathering ,chlorite decreased as acid soluble montmorill onite increased . 
It a lso se ems unlikely that the chlorit e fo ,md is a recrystalization 
u rod uct of a silicate. The solubility of aluminum is so 10\~ a t the 
soil pH's found that there would not be enough aluminum in solution 
to form chlorite on recrystal ization. Chlorite wa s probably formed by 
the attacking of a preferential \~ea therine p lane (36) in mica. Chlorite 
formation by weathering of a u referential plane in mica would take place 
if a potassium inter layer ,.,as replaced by a brucite layer. Although no 
direct evidence of weathering on a preferential plane was obta ined in 
this study, this method of chlorite formation is the only method that 
will fit the minera l environment found . The chlorit e found is an inter-
mediate between mica and the acid-soluble montnorillonite. 
mica - chlorite acid- soluble montmorillonite 
'.fue n ~.,eathering is intense enoue;h t o \>~eather chlorite t o montmorillonite 
in the A horizon, consider able chlorite is a lso found in the B hori7on. 
The three Payson n rofiles studi ed repres ented three different con-
ditions of parent ma teria l denosition. Profile 2 was stra tified , profile 
4 was homogenous except for the surface horizon , vnd p r ofile J s howed no 
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signs of stratification ot time of de~osition of the sediments composing 
the parent materinls . Although sedimentation differences \~ere found, 
the profiles were very similAr morpholop ically. Thi s "'as due t o the 
dominant effects of authegenic ca lcite and chlorite. 
Profile development 
Three profiles of an inter- zonal soil associa ted wi th Chestnut or 
Brown soils were investigated. The p rofiles a t sites 2 and J were soli-
dized-Solonetzs. The profile at s it e 4 was a Solonetz, the di f ference 
being the amount of carbonates leached out of the A horizon. These soils 
have been developed by the leaching of u Solonchak. 
The movement of calcite i s the first mineralogical c~~e the p ro-
files weathered. Ca lcite starts to move from the A hori7on t o the B 
horizon , much of the calcite reprecipitating in the clay size range. 
Before all thn calcite moves out of the A horizon , some of the mi ca in 
the A is altered to chlorite. 1Yhen weathering is intense enough to remove 
mos t of the calcit e from the A, sone of the chlorite in the A \·J eath~rs 
to a n acid-soluble montmorillonit e. 
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SUMMARY 
Three profiles of the Payson soil series were studied in an attempt 
to learn the origin a nd genesis of a cl~~ B horizon in a calcareous soil. 
Chemi cal analysis , differentia l ther mal analysis, nnd X- ray d i ffraction 
were used t o characterize the soil orofiles a nd i dentify thP. clay caterials 
present. The clay f ractions of the par ent ma t eria ls were f ound to include 
pr incipally calcite, an ill ite, and acid-insoluble montmorillonite inter-
layered clay mineral, quartz, and aLJorphou s s ilica. It \·Jas not poss ible 
t o i dentify mica in the presence of the interlayer ed o inera l. 
The parent materials of the p rofiles studied were stratified in vary-
ing amounts. Morphologically the pr ofiles were very similar. The weather-
ing in all three profiles consist ed of 1oovement of ca~cit e from the A to 
the B horizon. As weathering proceeded, chlorite was formed and under 
more intensive wea thering an acid-soluble montmorillonit e formed . The 
wea thering sequence proposed is: mica ~ chlorite - acid- soluble mont-
morillonit e . 
The clay B horizons, having more c l ay t han horizons above or below, 
was due t o the reprecipita tion of calcite in the.cl ay s i 7. e r anse. This 
weathering action dominated the profiles text urally, and accounted f or 
the similar profiles even tho ugh the par ent ma teria l s were s t ratified. 
The conclusions of t his s tudy may be summari 7.ed as : 
1. The three Payson u rofiles investigated wer e a f fect ed t o va ry-
ing degrees by stratification at time of deposition of the sediments 
which compose the parent mat erial. 
2. The parent ~qterials contained ill it e , montmorillonite , calcit e , 
quartz, and ru::~o rphous silica \'lithin the clay she range. Hontmorillonite 
compbsed 5 t o 10 percent of the c l ay f r ac tion. Amorphou~ silica accounted 
for mo r e than 25 per cent of t he clay fraction. Illit e was the mos t promi-
nent l ayer silicate i n the clay fraction. 
J. Authigenic calcite and chlorite. t o a l arge degree. dominate . 
the uresent morphology of t he three Payson pr ofiles investigated . 
4. The chlorite, p resent in the more weathered horizons only, i s 
a nroduct of v1 ea therine on a pr efer entia l plane , a potassium int erlayer 
in mica being replaced by a brucit e layer. The fo llo\·Jing ..... eather ing 
s equence i s nro~osed for t he pr ofiles stud i ed : mi en 
soluble montmori l l onit e . 
chlorite -;.'>. ac i d-
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